density of Mx. Then for every positive number p there exists a closed set Mp with M2 E Mp c Af, satisfying: (1) Every point of M2 is a point of density of Mp and every point of Mp is a point of density of Mx.
(2) \Mp\ > \M2\ + (1 -2-2-')(|M,| -|M2|).
(3) If x E M2 and \MX n (x, x + /)|/|/| > 1 -e for \t\ < \/m, then \Mp n (x, x + t)\/\t\ > 1 -e -2-m-p+\ in particular, if \M[ n (0, 1)| = 0, \Mp n (x,x + t)\/\t\ > 1 -2-m-p+,for \t\ < \/m.
A proof of this lemma may be found in [2] . It is clear that the interval (0, 1) can be replaced by an arbitrary open interval (a, b) . The interval may also be closed or half-open provided suitable one-sided restrictions are imposed in (1) and (3) at included endpoints. In the lemmas that follow such restrictions are assumed without explicit mention. Lemma 1. Let W= \J™=xWn, Wn closed, be an Fa set of measure 0 contained in [a, b] . There exists an increasing sequence of closed sets {S"}n>x for which (a) \Sn\ > L(\ -1/2") for all n, where L = b -a. (b) Wx E Sx and Wn \ U"k~\rVkCSn \ S"_xfor n > \.
(c) For each w £ W" \ Unkl\rVk, n > 1, there exists a Tw > 0 such that \Sn n (w, w + 0| = Ofor all t with \t\ < Tw.
(d) For each n there exists a constant P" > n such that \S"+X n (x, x + t)\/\t\ > 1 -2-m-p-+ l whenever x E S" and \t\ < \/m.
If W is simultaneously a Gs set, then the S" may be chosen so that, in
Proof. Set L = b -a. If W is also a Gs set, then W is an Fa set and may be written as W = U J¡°-i^> FP closed.
Let Px be an arbitrary closed subset of W with \PX\ > L(\ -\) and set Sx = P, u Wx. If W is a Gs set, set 5, = Px u Wx u Fx. Let/?, be a number greater than 1 for which |5,| + (
Since Sx is a subset of W u Wx, there exists a closed set P2 with Sx c P2 E W' u rVx satisfying properties (\)-(3) of the Lusin-Menchoff Lemma with M, = W u Wx, M2 = Sx and/? = /?,.
Set S2 = P2\j W2\WX. Since Wx is a subset of S, and hence, of P2, S2 ~ p2 U W2, which is closed. If W is also a Gs set, set X^^u^u W2 \ Wx.
Continue defining sets S", n > 2, inductively as follows. Let /?"_, be a number greater than n -1 for which |5"_,| + (
By the Lusin-Menchoff Lemma, there is a closed set Pn with S" _, c P" E W u \Jnk-\Wk satisfying (l)-(3) with Mx= W \j U"k~\rVk, M2 = 5"_, and/? = /?"_,. Set S" = Pn u Wn \ U nkZ\ Wk. If W is a Gä set, set S" = P"u Ii U W" \ \JnkZ\Wk. The sequence {S«}, « > 1, has all the required properties.
Property (b) follows immediately from the construction of the Sn. Property (a) holds since \S"\ > \Sn_x\ + (1 -2~2~P"-')(L -|S"_,|), n > 1, by (2) of the Lusin-Menchoff Lemma, and the right side of the inequality is greater than L(\ -1/2") by choice of p". If w E W" \ (J l-\Wk, n > 1, then w is not in the closed set P" (or in P" u F") since P" c W U U l-\Wk. Let 7b e the distance from w to Pn (or to />" u Fn). Then for |f| < Tw, \S" n (w, w + t)\ = \Wn\U nkl\ Wk r\(w,w + t)\ = 0. Thus (c) holds. Finally, if W = U ^=\F", Fn closed, Sn is chosen so that F" c Sn. Consequently, (J"S" contains both W and W and must equal [a, b\. Q.E.D.
It should be noted that an additional restriction may be imposed on the/»^, which will be used later. If {ak}, k > 1, is a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative numbers diverging to oo, the pk may be chosen so that "Zk>3ak2~Pk-2 < oo. Choose, for example, each pk_2 large enough so that ak2~p^ < 1/2*.
An increasing sequence of closed sets S" having properties (a)-(d) of Lemma 1 will be referred to as a modified Zahorski sequence for W on [a, b] .
For each N and m/2" with 0 < m < 2", it is possible, by repeated use of the Lusin-Menchoff Lemma to insert a closed set SN+m/r between SN and •S/v+i \(Wjv+i \ Ul-i^k) m sucn a way ^at a set with smaller subscript is contained in and consists only of points of density of a set with larger subscript. These sets may be chosen so that, in addition, \SN+l/r n (x, x + t)\/\t\ > L(\ -2~m+l) for x E SN whenever \t\ < l/m. Details for a similar situation may be found in [1, p. 166] . The essential difference in the present work is that the sets SN+m/r, m < 2", are all contained in SN+l\(WN+x \ Unk^rVk). Consequently, Wn+l\ \J"n"xWk c SN+l \ SN+m/r for each N and all m < 2".
As in [1] for each X > I, let SA = D N+m/2->\SN+m/r. This collection of sets (5'A}X>1 will be referred to as a modified Zahorski collection for W on [a, b\. Lemma 2. Let W = U ™_ i W" be an Fa set of measure 0 contained in the interval [a, b] and let {an}, n > 1, be a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative numbers diverging to oo. Let [Sx}x>] be a modified Zahorski collection for W on [a, b] where thepk are chosen so that "Ek°^3ak2~Pk-2 < oo.
For each x > 1, let/(x) = an + (x -n)(a"+l -a"), where n is the unique positive integer for which n < x < n + 1. (If W is also a GÄ set, IJa^ may be the entire interval [a, b] , in which case the second part of the definition is superfluous.) The function g has these properties.
(a) g is bounded below by a, and is identically ax on Sx. Summarizing, we have 1 rx + t < f(h(x) + e)\Sh(x) + t n(x,x + t)\/\t\.
Since e was arbitrary and/is continuous at h(x), this limit must be 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3. Let W = \J ™=xWn be an Fa set of measure 0 contained in the open interval (a, b). Let {an}™=l be a strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative numbers diverging to oo. Let {Sx}x>x be a modified Zahorski collection for W on [a, b] where the Pk are chosen so that 1,k°=3ak2~Pk ~2 < oo. Iff, h and g are defined as in Lemma 2,  [R (l/t2){J((w,w + t)) -J((w -t,w))} dt is finite for every w E W and positive number R less than min(Z? -w, w -a).
HereJ((w, w + t)) = /(w>w+0g(tt) du andJ((w -t, w)) = /(w_/iW)g(«) du.
Proof. The crucial observation here is that for each w E Wn\ \J"kZ.\Wk, n > 1, there exists a Tw > 0 such that \S"n(w,w + t)\ = 0 for all t with |/| < Tw. This is just (c) of Lemma 1. Consequently, n < h(u) < n + 1/2* for almost all u in the set Sn+x/2t(w -t,w + t) and a" < g(u) < an + (a"+1 -a")/2k for almost all m in this set. Apart from the critical role played by this observation, the structure of the proof is very similar to that of Lemma 3 in [1] . Consequently, some details are omitted.
Fix R and w. For each measurable subset M of (0, R) define J(M) -Im S(") du, M(t, + ) = M n (w, w + t), M(t, -) -M n (w -t,w) and
If w E Wx, then w £ S, and the result follows from Lemma 3 in [1] . Suppose that w <$. Wx and let n be such that w £ W"\ \Jnk~=\ Wk. Set • * jf ( J ){J((», * + *)) -Ai*' -<> "))} *. MI<iÄ(7f)f 2 ak(\Mk(t,+)\) + \Mk(t,-)\)dt.
•'0 \ Í / ( i; = " + 2 J Using (d) of Lemma 1, it can be shown that \A\<4 1 ak2-**(i^f^)dt, k = n + 2 J0 \ I J which converges since 1k>3ak2~Pk~2 < oo. Now consider B. To show that \B\ is finite, it suffices to show that the integral converges with R replaced by Tw, where Tw > 0 is such that \S" n (w, w + f)| = 0 for |r| < Tw. Fix 0 < t < Tw and let A: be the positive integer for which l/2*+l < t2 < 1/2*. Set M(t) = (l/t2){J(Sn+l(t, + )) -J(Sn+x(t, -))} and set Bs = Sn+s/2¡¡ \ S'n+(j_1)/2*, s > 1. Then
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